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Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport 
Noise Oversight Committee (NOC) 

 
 
NOC Committee Members 
Rich Benz  Scheduled Airline Representative (Delta Air Lines) 
Cheryl Jacobson Community Co-Chair, City of Mendota Heights Representative  
Sarah Alig  City of Eagan Representative (City of Eagan)  
Grant Fitzer  Minnesota Business Aviation Association Representative  
John Bergman At-Large Community Representative (Apple Valley City Council) 
Connor Arnold At-Large Airport User Representative (Endeavor Air, Inc.) 
Chris Swanson City of Richfield Representative (City of Richfield) 
John Klinger  Chief Pilot Representative (Delta Air Lines)  
Emily Koski City of Minneapolis Representative (Minneapolis City Council) 
Dwayne Lowman City of Bloomington Representative (Bloomington City Council) 
Angie Moos Cargo Carrier Representative (United Parcel Service) 
Casey Potter  Charter/Scheduled Operator Representative (Sun Country Airlines) 
 

MEETING AGENDA 
May 15, 2024, at 1:30 PM 

IN-PERSON AND VIRTUAL MEETING FORMATS AVAILABLE 
MAC General Office Building, Legends Conference Room, 6040 28th Avenue South, Mpls, MN 55450 

Microsoft Teams Link: Click here to join the meeting or By Phone: 612-405-6798, ID: 212 559 626# 
Cheryl Jacobson, Community Co-Chair, City of Mendota Heights will be the Chairperson for the meeting 

Note: 1:00 to 1:30 PM – Committee Agenda Review Session  
(NOC members, alternates, and at-large contacts only in the Wold Conference Room) 

  
1. Consent 

1.1. Approval of March 20, 2024 Meeting Minutes 
1.2. Reports 

1.2.1. Monthly Operations Reports: March and April 2024 
1.2.2. Review of Spring Listening Session 

2. Public Comment Period 
3. Business 
4. Information 

4.1. Air Service Updates 
4.2. MSP Long Term Plan Update 

5. Announcements 
Adjourn 
 
 
 
 

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3ameeting_ZTA0MTUwY2ItMmRiMS00NTI1LTllNGQtYjU1OGU2MTBkZGQ4%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%225d7e2cd6-db7a-47be-bcc5-6bded478bab2%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%226a4a1d72-d4ce-4417-b99e-4062dd9c0013%22%7d
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MSP NOISE OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE 
DRAFT MEETING MINUTES 

Wednesday, March 20, 2024, at 1:30 PM 
MAC General Offices 

6040 28th Avenue South 
Minneapolis, MN 55450  

 
Call to Order 
A regularly scheduled meeting of the Minneapolis, Saint Paul International Airport (MSP) Noise Oversight 
Committee, (NOC) having been duly called, was held Wednesday, Mach 20, 2024, at the Metropolitan 
Airports Commission (MAC), General Offices, Legends conference room, a videoconference option was 
also provided. Chair Buckley called the meeting to order at 1:30 p.m. The following participated in the 
meeting: 
 
Representatives: S. Alig, J. Bergman, K. Bonner, P. Buckley, C. Jacobson, J. Klinger, D. Lowman, A. 

Moos, L. Olson, J. Otzen, C. Swanson 
 
Staff: D. Bort, K. Fisher, J. Lea, J. Lewis, K. Martin, C. Metcalfe, P. Mosites, D. Nelson, M. 

Ross, M. Schommer, J. Sonju, J. Welbes, E. Valencia 
 
Others: G. Albjerg – HNTB, D. Butler, S. Fortier – FAA, T. Bergen – FAA, K. Gallatin – St. Paul, 

T. Giannini, B. Hoffman – St. Louis Park, K. Jensen, B. Koralagundi, L. Moore – 
Bloomington, G. Norling – Mendota Heights ARC, D. O’Leary – Sunfish Lake, B. Raker 
– Eagan ARC, M. Ray – Burnsville, J. Risser – Edina, Y. Xu – HNTB, S. Norling, C. 
Bergen, and others 

 
A quorum of at least four Community and four Industry Representatives was established.  

 
Community Representatives: Alig, Bergman, Jacobson, Lowman, Olson, Swanson 
Industry Representatives:  Buckley, Fitzer, Klinger, Moos, Otzen 

  
1.    Consent  

1.1. Approval of the January 31, Meeting Minutes 
There were no questions. 
 

1.2. Reports 
1.2.1. Monthly Operations Report: January, and February 2024 
Carey Metcalfe, Assistant Technical Advisor, provided the following January and February 
operations updates prefacing that each month, the MAC reports information on MSP aircraft 
operations, aircraft noise complaints, sound levels associated with MSP aircraft operations, and 
compliance with established noise abatement procedures can be found on its interactive 
reporting website: https://customers.macnoms.com/reports   

 
 
 
 
 

https://customers.macnoms.com/reports
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January February 
• Total Operations: 25,028 • Total Operations: 24,261 
• Nighttime Operations: 1,466 • Nighttime Operations: 1,458 
• North/South/Mixed: 44/35/15 (%) • North/South/Mixed: 35/40/16 (%) 
• RUS (Priority 1/2/3/4):37/18/.5/45 • RUS(Priority1/2/3/4): 37/18/.5/45(%) 
• RJ/Narrow/Wide: 28/68/3 (%) • RJ/Narrow/Wide: 28/68/3(%) 
• Complaints: 15,349 • Complaints: 17,215 
• Complaint locations: 189 • Complaint locations: 217 
• Top 10 Households: 63% • Top 10 Households: 72% 
• Hours of events*: 333 • Hours of events*: 351 
• Number of events*: 67,949 • Number of events*: 68,691 
• R17 procedure: 99.1% • R17 procedure: 99.4% 
• EMH Corridor procedure: 95.9% • EMH Corridor procedure: 92.1% 
• Crossing procedure day: 30.7% • Crossing procedure day:  26% 
• Crossing procedure night: 32.1% • Crossing procedure night: 33.9% 
• RUS: 54.7% • RUS: 55% 
       * Aircraft sound events above 65dB. 

 
There were no questions on this item. 
 
Member Jacobson moved to accept the consent agenda and Member Bergman seconded. The 
motion was carried by unanimous voice vote. 

 
2.   Public Comment Period 

Diana Butler, 61st Street and 12th Avenue, Minneapolis, said that she has lived in Minneapolis since 
1978 and she purchased a home across the street from her parents. She mentioned that she was 
providing comments on behalf of her elderly mother and said that airplane noise in 2024 has been 
tough. It bothers her mother mostly at night as it wakes her up and she is not able to get restful sleep. 
Daytime noise often causes her mother to miss portions of her TV shows.  
 
Ms. Butler said her mother’s home had noise mitigation done by the MAC in 1997 and her home had 
mitigation work done in 1998, which was effective and stopped the windows from rattling. This year 
she state that windows are rattling again when aircraft pass over her house. She would like to know 
if airplanes are flying lower over her neighborhood than they have in the past.  Ms. Butler went on to 
say that in a typical winter her roof has 6”- 10” of snow on it which seemed to insulate her home from 
the noise and reverberations of aircraft overhead and this year there has not been much snow. 
 
Ms. Butler suggested that the MAC add a noise monitor to its property on 58th Street and 12th Avenue 
(by Solomon Field) to obtain more data regarding noise in the area.  
 
Member Olson thanked Ms. Butler for her comments and said that the NOC’s policy is not to address 
public comments during the meeting but as the representative from Minneapolis, she assured Ms. 
Butler that her concerns were heard and that she appreciated her sharing them with the committee.   

 
3.    Business  

There were no business items on the agenda. 
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4.    Information 
4.1. 2023 Actual Noise Contour report and the Consent Decree Noise Mitigation Program 
Eligibility 
Michele Ross, Technical Advisor, shared that the MAC prepares an Annual Contour Report, 2023 
Annual Noise Contour Report in partnership with HNTB, by March 1st of each year. The annual 
contours were developed using AEDT 3e (May 29, 2022). There is a new version 3f that was made 
available at the end of last year. With the date of publication being late in the year there was not 
sufficient time for HNTB to develop aircraft tables with the updated version. AEDT version 3f will be 
used for the 2024 contour.  
 
The report was compiled and published by March 1st, per the requirements of the Consent Decree 
and is the 17th iteration of the report. The report provides the calculated 60 and 65 decibel Day Night 
Average Sound Level (DNL) based on airport operations from the previous year – including number of 
operations, types of aircraft, and runways used.  
 
The report includes a comparison of the 2007 forecast contour to the previous year’s actual noise 
contour. In 2023, the actual level of operations was 44% below what was anticipated in the 2007 
forecast with 323,945 operations. In 2023, aircraft movements between 10:00 PM and 7:00 AM were 
about 15% below the 2007 forecast, with about 105 average annual nighttime operations. 
Additionally, older, louder aircraft, such as the 727 and DC-9s that were included in the 2007 modeled 
forecast rarely operate at MSP. 
 
The 2023 contour grew in size from 2022 as a result of continued operational recovery. There were 
4% more total operations in 2023 compared to 2022. Nighttime operations were about 11% greater 
in 2023 than in 2022 and Hushkit operations decreased. 
 
The 2023 65 dB DNL contour is 4,024 acres, an increase of 17%, while the 60 dB DNL contour is 10,558 
acres, an increase of 15%. The areas where the contour grew in 2023 relate both to the increase in 
operations as well as runway uses in 2023 compared to 2022. The south parallel runway is used more 
often at night especially by aircraft coming from the west coast. It is a longer runway and preferred 
by ATC and pilots. Runway 12R arrivals increased over 3%. It was used about 31% of the time at night 
for arrivals in 2023 vs about 30% in 2022. Runway 17 was used 35.5% of the time for departures in 
2023 vs 26% in 2022. 
 
The acreage of the actual contour continues to be below what was forecasted in the 2005 and 2007 
contours.  
 
The current mitigation program is referred to as the 2025-2032 program and it commits the MAC to 
provide noise mitigation until the year 2032. More information is available at Residential Sound 
Mitigation Program. Eligibility for mitigation under this program remains the same as under the 
previous 2017-2024 program. Eligibility is based on the actual noise contour. A home becomes eligible 
for residential noise mitigation: 

• if it is located in the 60dB DNL contour for three consecutive years. 
• If it is located in a higher noise impact mitigation area than previous programs. 
• If it achieves its first year of eligibility no later than 2028. 

The 2023 Actual 60 dB DNL contour included 245 single-family residences and 539 multi-family units 
in the City of Minneapolis that met first year criteria for the 2025-2032 Program. An additional 97 

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftrack.communications.metroairports.org%2Fr%3Fi%3Dmspmac%26e%3Dcbsc36n32gsmgs2ug4arazqb24patwzrim6badycdk5rcxddhpeb5z4bkpo6vbitvnp2o346kk2sf57av5putnclesfkldeywohekc5cidixbkzclwyqxlux3o23u5k2cwux7ldxtes4aykjqdrygnm7b22rh7hsmk3ehrv4utlywk7larmwnrix6w3siyt5q4fj64wrx5lvffyobehyczbf7luun3yi4a&data=05%7C02%7Ckris.martin%40mspmac.org%7C96759e689b674aec165c08dc4d05cae1%7C5d7e2cd6db7a47bebcc56bded478bab2%7C1%7C0%7C638469934520841619%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C0%7C%7C%7C&sdata=vSDlpHNmRU2va0faU%2BK3PRkkV5gDaXVdUNJzSin0960%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftrack.communications.metroairports.org%2Fr%3Fi%3Dmspmac%26e%3Dcbsc36n32gsmgs2ug4arazqb24patwzrim6badycdk5rcxddhpeb5z4bkpo6vbitvnp2o346kk2sf57av5putnclesfkldeywohekc5cidixbkzclwyqxlux3o23u5k2cwux7ldxtes4aykjqdrygnm7b22rh7hsmk3ehrv4utlywk7larmwnrix6w3siyt5q4fj64wrx5lvffyobehyczbf7luun3yi4a&data=05%7C02%7Ckris.martin%40mspmac.org%7C96759e689b674aec165c08dc4d05cae1%7C5d7e2cd6db7a47bebcc56bded478bab2%7C1%7C0%7C638469934520841619%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C0%7C%7C%7C&sdata=vSDlpHNmRU2va0faU%2BK3PRkkV5gDaXVdUNJzSin0960%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftrack.communications.metroairports.org%2Fr%3Fi%3Dmspmac%26e%3Dcbsc36n32gsmgs2ug4arazqb24patwzrim6badyddk5rcxddhpeb5z4bkpo6vbitvnp2o346kk2sf57av5putnclesfkldeywohekc5cidixbkzclwwa3m6l57k7mq4mcwpfl42zaql5p47dvgk5zksn&data=05%7C02%7Ckris.martin%40mspmac.org%7C96759e689b674aec165c08dc4d05cae1%7C5d7e2cd6db7a47bebcc56bded478bab2%7C1%7C0%7C638469934520849382%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C0%7C%7C%7C&sdata=za16a7T9WinEJWpjgjQKty6FulhVyf4DdeIy4xaHEck%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftrack.communications.metroairports.org%2Fr%3Fi%3Dmspmac%26e%3Dcbsc36n32gsmgs2ug4arazqb24patwzrim6badyddk5rcxddhpeb5z4bkpo6vbitvnp2o346kk2sf57av5putnclesfkldeywohekc5cidixbkzclwwa3m6l57k7mq4mcwpfl42zaql5p47dvgk5zksn&data=05%7C02%7Ckris.martin%40mspmac.org%7C96759e689b674aec165c08dc4d05cae1%7C5d7e2cd6db7a47bebcc56bded478bab2%7C1%7C0%7C638469934520849382%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C0%7C%7C%7C&sdata=za16a7T9WinEJWpjgjQKty6FulhVyf4DdeIy4xaHEck%3D&reserved=0
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single-family residences, located within the 63 dB DNL noise contour in the City of Minneapolis, met 
first year criteria for the 2025-2032 Program.  
 
As of January 2024. The MAC has invested over $513 million dollars to provide tangible noise relief 
for more than 16,000 single-family homes and 3,300 multi-family units around MSP. The MAC will 
continue to implement the mitigation program for homes that remain eligible under the 2017-2024 
Program. The opportunity for eligible homes to participate in the 2017-2024 Program will sunset at 
the end of this year and homeowners who have not opted to participate in the program will no longer 
be eligible for mitigation unless they achieve eligibility based on a future contour. Of the almost 1,000 
residences that were eligible to receive mitigation in the 2017-2024 program, there are 62 homes that 
have not participated or not opted out of the program. MAC staff are working with the City of 
Minneapolis to contact these remaining homeowners with a letter that will go out this summer.  
 
The address lists and report are available at https://metroairports.org/msp-annual-noise-contour-
analysis-reports. 

 
Member Olson noted that in the past, nighttime noise has been a contributor and is more heavily 
weighted than daytime noise so therefore it's really impactful on the contours. She asked if that is 
what happened in 2023 or if there are other things that should be highlighted in terms of what is 
causing the contour growth. 
 
Ms. Ross said the increase in the noise contour is largely driven by arrivals to the south parallel runway 
at night, additionally, there's a preference for pilots and air traffic control to use the south parallel 
runway due to its extra length. Nighttime activity, in general, drives a lot of the shape and growth of 
the contours. MSP also had an increase in the total number of operations in 2023, which also affected 
the contours.  
 
Member Bergman asked why the homeowners of the remaining 62 unmitigated homes facing the 
sunsetting of the 2024 program have not joined the program and also requested clarification 
regarding if someone buys a home that missed the program deadline do they have any recourse.  
 
Ms. Ross said that per the terms of the Consent Decree, if an eligible homeowner chooses not to 
participate, that impacts the property for any future owners as well. The 62 homes are still eligible to 
have the opportunity to participate regardless of who the original owner was. We have reached out 
to them numerous times and will again prior to the program ending.  
 
Member Olson noted that she found it a bit surprising and concerning that the contour size increased 
for the first time since 2018/2019 even though the number of operations were down from that time 
period. She surmised it’s likely due to nighttime noise and how the fleet is evolving. She reiterated 
the importance of best land use practices. 
 
Member Lowman asked if a home’s eligibility was interrupted, due to something like a major 
reconfiguration of the airport due to construction or something else that would change traffic flows, 
would they need to start the three-year eligibility period over. 
 
Ms. Ross said that eligibility is based on the actual noise contour every year. She noted that there are 
circumstances where the contours shift like with the pandemic or due to construction.  

https://metroairports.org/msp-annual-noise-contour-analysis-reports
https://metroairports.org/msp-annual-noise-contour-analysis-reports
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Per the terms of the consent decree, a home has to be within the noise contour for three consecutive 
years. 
 
4.2. MSP Construction Updates 
Michele Ross, Technical Advisor, shared that there are upcoming runway construction projects and 
closures that will take place periodically over the next two years. This summer, Runways 12L/30R and 
4/22 will be closed commencing on June 3, 2024, through September 21, 2024. Additionally, Runway 
12R/30L will be closed for two six-week periods in 2025, beginning in April and again in August. The 
MAC is taking steps to ensure residents are aware of the projects and have the opportunity to 
understand and prepare for any changes they might experience. In addition to newsletters, quarterly 
listening sessions and regular updates to the NOC, a new runway construction webpage is available 
on the MAC website. https://metroairports.org/runway-construction  
 
Pat Mosites, Project Manager Airport Development, shared more information about the construction, 
noting that due to a backlog of planned construction projects, maintenance items, and upgrades for 
runways and adjacent taxiways, the MAC has decided it would be most expedient to work on all 
collocated projects at the same time rather than having multiple runway closures over a period of 
several years. The construction schedule has been consolidated to the minimum requirement with 
some padding for weather considerations. 
 
The June through September 2024 project elements include taxiway reconstruction, runway 
intersection reconstruction at 4/22, and 12L/30R, upgrading the electrical lighting system to LED, and 
replacing signs and other components. Other 2024 project elements affecting runway operations 
includes another phase G apron reconstruction to accommodate the future G infill being done to 
modernize the G Concourse. There are two projects at Terminal 2, both on the North and on the South 
side to add an additional four gates in order to meet increasing operations for Sun Country and other 
airlines operating there.  
 
The FAA requires specific grading in areas around the runways to ensure these areas can support 
aircraft, maintenance and emergency vehicles. It’s not a significant grading issue, but requirements 
need to be met. Similar work will be done on the south parallel runway next year with a small portion 
of pavement reconstruction and bituminous shoulder reconstruction.  
 
Most construction work will occur during the day with very little occurring in the overnight hours. 
There will be more truck traffic in the area that will utilize a construction gate operating off of 
Bloomington Road at the Fort Snelling Golf Course area, and another gate at the south for the T2 
apron construction. Existing concrete will need to be broken up and removed; residents in the 
adjacent neighborhoods near the north parallel may hear that during the day.  
 
There has been extensive modeling done regarding how construction will impact airport operations. 
The information has been provided to ATC so they can plan to redirect traffic both in the air and on 
airport surfaces. The information is also provided to the airlines to reconfigure/optimize their 
schedules in order to minimize delays. 
 
Sean Fortier, FAA Traffic Management Officer, Minneapolis District, provided updates on the 
upcoming operational constraints due to runway closures this summer. The FAA has been working 
closely with stakeholders to plan how to redirect traffic from runways 30R, 12L, and 4/22. There will 
be times that demand exceeds capacity throughout the majority of the day, whereas typically that 

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftrack.communications.metroairports.org%2Fr%3Fi%3Dmspmac%26e%3Dcbsc36n32gsmgs2ug4arazqb24patwzrim6badyedk5rcxddhpeb5z4bkpo6vbitvnp2o346kk2sf57av5putnclesfkldeywohekc5cidixbkzclwybpnho4e2wpqqindwzo5g24pgvcjso&data=05%7C02%7Ckris.martin%40mspmac.org%7C96759e689b674aec165c08dc4d05cae1%7C5d7e2cd6db7a47bebcc56bded478bab2%7C1%7C0%7C638469934520855529%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C0%7C%7C%7C&sdata=6ThURIKoFo1K%2BDLpMbqnYjoaD6D7d%2Bpp5uCaVz02RCI%3D&reserved=0
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would only occur for a few hours a day. There will need to be some considerations made in order to 
minimize impacts. 
 
Regarding the proposed air traffic flows that could be used during the closure, there are costs and 
benefits to each flow. The safest configuration that aligns mostly with the prevailing wind is going to 
be the determinant factor in how the arriving and departing aircraft is going to go into the air traffic 
flow. Typically, aircraft are able to depart with a bit more of a tailwind than what they are able to land 
with.  Departing aircraft sometimes use a little additional power or additional runway surface to 
depart the airport, and so there are times when there is somewhat of a tailwind operation on 
departures that cannot be used on arrivals.  
 
Demand over capacity is also a consideration, typically, there is enough capacity to meet both arrival 
and departure demand at the same time, however, with the north parallel runway closure, there will 
be periods of time where ATC may have to favor either arrivals or departures, and so that may 
constitute a change in configuration multiple times throughout the day.  
 
The final determinant is which runway to use within the priority use runway system. ATC takes a look 
at all of those elements in order to make the best decision for a safe, efficient, and neighborly flow of 
the airport.  
 
The North Flow configuration is used for arrivals to Runways 35 and 30L with departures off of Runway 
30L only; this is a Converging Runway Operation (CRO) configuration. There are two arrival runways 
in this configuration so there is more capacity for arrivals in this scenario than for departures. This is 
one of the configurations that ATC may use coming onto and off of from a straight Runway 30L 
departure scenario with stopping arrivals to Runway 35 for a period of time in order to expedite more 
departures with adjustments as necessary. 
 
The Straight North Flow is a single runway operation on Runway 30L and is the least desirable 
configuration for MSP. This flow has the least capacity for arrivals and departures. This configuration 
is used if there are very strong northwest winds and likely low ceilings and visibilities that does not 
allow for converging runway operations and aircraft to land on runway 35 while departing on runway 
30L.  
 
South Flow is arrivals to Runway 12R and departures off of Runways 17 and 12R, is the only 
configuration where two departure runways are available. Typically, there will be arrivals on Runway 
12R and departures only off of Runway 17, which is a similar south flow that is used today minus the 
north parallel runway. ATC can switch between the two configurations if needed at times when there 
are excessive departure delays on days when the airport is in a south flow configuration.  
 
Straight South Flow is a single runway operation during construction. This would be an operation 
where the winds are so strong that Runway 17 cannot be utilized. Atypical South Flow is used for 
arrivals to Runway 17 and departures off of Runways 12R and 17. This configuration is used when 
there is a really strong cross wind out of the southwest. Arrivals come onto Runway 17, followed by 
an extended taxi back to cross Runway 12R to get to Terminal 1. Due to the long taxi, and somewhat 
complex airspace procedure, this is not a great option and is not likely to be used very often but it is 
a possibility. 
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Mixed Flow A uses Runway 30L for arrivals and departures, and Runway 17 for departures. Runways 
30/17 mixed flow is a familiar operation. This tends to be a scenario where winds are mostly calm or 
a slight tailwind for the departure off of Runway 17 where the arrivals will need that headwind coming 
in to land on Runway 30L; this would be with north or northwest winds less than 10 knots.  
 
Mixed Flow B is used typically at night. This is a fairly good configuration to utilize for arrival and 
departure traffic in calm wind conditions during construction. Aircraft land on Runway 35 and depart 
typically on Runway 12R. There will be some long-haul carriers and large heavy aircraft that may not 
be able to accept an arrival to Runway 35 so there could be arrivals on Runways 35 and 12R or a 
combination of the two. In that scenario there would need to be a large gap made in order to bring a 
heavy aircraft around to land on Runway 12R. Likely the more favorable use of this configuration 
would be a departure off of Runway 12R at an intersection that allows the arrivals for Runway 35 to 
taxi back behind them. This configuration allows for a pretty good flow, and it tends to be somewhat 
balanced because there is a dedicated arrival and departure runway that are not crossing. This is a 
high priority use of the runway system, which is great, however, it requires almost no wind, which is 
why it is utilized a lot at night, and it would be a difficult configuration to use during the daytime if 
winds are more than 5 knots out of the south this option would not be able to be used. 
 
Member Olsen thanked Mr. Fortier for his presentation on behalf of the NOC. She went on to say that 
Mr. Fortier had mentioned that ATC may move between configurations more frequently than normal 
and that since there is only one option that allows for two arrival runways which involves departing 
on Runway 30L over Minneapolis she asked if that would become a default configuration. She also 
asked which configurations will be used the most. She acknowledged that configuration Mixed B had 
some advantages but could not be utilized in winds over 5 knots. 
 
Mr. Fortier stated that ATC has been going through what the priority would be given perfect 
conditions. MSP has a hub and spoke system and there are varying degrees of demand. There are 
periods of the day where arrival demand is very high with many aircraft coming in, and subsequent 
low departure demand.  Once the inbound passengers deplane and the planes are prepped and ready 
for their next flights then departure demand spikes. The Mixed B configuration with calm winds 
scenario is a default configuration for a good throughput rate for arrivals and departures, but there 
are going to be periods of the day where the demand will exceed the capacity, even for that flow. 
Typically, the busy periods at the airport (e.g. 25 arrivals within a 15-minute period) are 7:00 A.M., 8 
A.M. to 8:30 A.M., 10 A.M. to 10:30 A.M., 12 P.M. to 1:30 P.M., dinnertime, and around 8 P.M. That's 
when ATC will try to be as dynamic as possible in selecting the runways that will meet the demand, 
be it arrivals or departures. The arrival capability of the CRO configuration makes that a very beneficial 
configuration to be able to meet that demand period. Likewise, the departure period that we have 
that exceed our capacity, a south flow configuration is preferred, but overall, the calm wind scenario 
does provide a fairly good throughput so that is the highest priority, it’s whether or not the winds will 
allow for it.  
 
Member Olson asked if planes are departing Runway 30L, will they be using the same headings as if 
they were departing 30R. She remarked that some of aircraft on Runway 30L go north on headings 
360, 340, 320 or 300 today. She asked if construction could result in some shifting of normal patterns 
because aircraft will be departing from a different runway and if can anticipate that that will probably 
shift the location of aircraft that would have typically used Runway 30R for departure. 
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Mr. Fortier replied in the affirmative, that there will be a shift in those departure points coming off of 
the south parallel runway, though ATC will still utilize the same headings that they normally utilize 
today. However, aircraft would shift slightly to the southwest.  
 
Member Olson asked how ATC plan to provide safe operations when operations exceed capacity due 
to reduced runway availability.  
 
Mr. Fortier replied that similarly to when MSP is impacted by summer thunderstorms or some other 
type of constraint, there will be periods where arrivals will need to be limited. Air traffic management 
initiatives will be put in place affecting airports across the country for traffic inbound to MSP in order 
to ensure that the arrival acceptance rate is not exceeded. Other mitigations can be applied in the 
form of a ground stop, where aircraft are completely stopped, a ground delay program where there's 
an extended period of time where an aircraft will get a time that they can be released to be in the air 
and arrive at the airport in a flow that will meet the demand. And there is also what is called mile in 
trail restrictions between aircraft as they come across the country and air traffic control will vector 
aircraft and put that mile in trail between them so that they blend in and come into the airport at a 
continuous flow. ATC also has automated equipment that is utilized to bring aircraft into the airport. 
ATC has a system that's called time base flow management.  
 
The system assigns an actual metered time to each aircraft to arrive at the field at an exact minute, 
based on the speed of the aircraft, its altitude, the winds aloft, it takes all of those factors into play, 
and then measures capacity and distributes delays evenly in order to bring the aircraft into the airport 
in an established flow. If the airport is in a period of demand exceeding capacity, aircraft may 
experience turns in the airspace to get to that mile in trail configuration, or they may experience 
delays on the ground at their departure airport. Likewise, departure delays are handled in a similar 
fashion where there may be periods when a departure stop is used, or aircraft will be parked in certain 
parts of the airfield in order to keep operations from getting overly congested. Occasionally there may 
be a throughput issue where aircraft are coming in at a faster rate than those that depart out, like 
when trying to get into an event and there's no parking available, aircraft will be delayed from coming 
in to allow traffic to get out. Also, at times aircraft are not able to get out of the gate fast enough, and 
there are no gates available, that situation is mitigated with delays on either side as well.  There are 
also weather events that disrupt the flow coming into and out of the airport. Thunderstorms occurring 
throughout the day tend to push the traffic later into the evening. If operations are already over 
capacity, it may compound the effect where operations are pushed later into the evening for arrivals 
coming into MSP. Keep in mind that even though it may be a sunny day here, it could be very stormy 
elsewhere.  
 
Member Olson reiterated that it’s not clear what the noise impacts of the runway reconfigurations 
will be. Some communities may notice a big impact throughout the summer process, even 
communities that typically do not experience a lot of aircraft noise. Also, summer is a time when 
aircraft typically fly lower and with the change in fleet mix there are larger, and potentially noisier, 
aircraft at MSP. She thanked Mr. Fortier for doing everything possible to keep flights away from 
shoulder, or nighttime hours and for ATC doing the best they can to vary flight routes over residential 
space and using commercial corridors as much as possible.  
 
Member Olson also thanked Mr. Mosites for his construction update as well as being mindful about 
keeping the construction noise to a minimum, especially at night-time. She asked that residents be 
notified in advance of any potentially loud construction noise timelines. She went on to say that if 
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Runway 17 is used for arrivals the noise will affect residents that are not typically engaged with the 
NOC or MAC’s Community Relations, so we need to think about how and when we reach out to them. 
 
Member Lowman asked if similar work will be done on other runways. 
 
Mr. Fortier replied that the south parallel runaway be closed next summer for a couple of different 
projects. That closure is not anticipated to be as impactful as this summer’s projects because 
construction in 2025 only involves one runway. Also, there will be time gaps in those projects, so it 
will not be continuous construction next summer like it will be this summer. The north parallel 
runways may need attention again in five years for additional pavements that are reaching their useful 
life. But that gives us five years to plan and model it. 
 
Member Lowman said that it is important to communicate to the public that the intent is to be as 
efficient as possible with timing in order to create the smallest impact on residents, and other 
stakeholders. He went on to say that regarding air traffic flows, it would be interesting to do a 
comparison over time with the alternate flow configurations so that we know what to expect if we 
have a future use for them as well as how to communicate that to residents. The commerce aspect of 
the morning and evening traffic comparisons would be helpful as well. 
 
Member Bergman remarked that having had the privilege his work for 35 years he can attest that this 
is a well-choreographed, well-run, safe, operation. He stated he has witnessed first-hand both sides 
of the runway as well as in and around the terminal. He also noted that aircraft are a lot quieter today 
than they were when he began his career. He went on to say that he thinks that the projects are 
necessary, and he has faith in the operation.  

    
5.  Announcements 

Michele Ross, Technical Advisor, shared that the Spring Listening Session in April will be held at the 
City of Edina, City Hall instead of at the MAC’s general offices and the Summer Listening Session in 
July will be held at the City of Eagan, City Hall.  
 
NOC Spring Listening Session 
Wednesday, April 24, 2024 @ 6:00 pm 
Location: Edina City Hall 
Listening Session website 

 
May NOC Meeting   
Wednesday, May 15, 2024 @ 1:30 pm 
Location: MAC General Offices, Legends conference room + Teams 

 
6.    Adjourn 

Chair Buckley thanked the members of the Committee, NOC staff, and residents in attendance. The 
meeting was adjourned at 2:55pm. 
 

 
 

https://metroairports.org/msp-quarterly-listening-sessions
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MEMORANDUM  ITEM 1.2.1 

 
 
TO: MSP Noise Oversight Committee (NOC) 
 
FROM:  Carey Metcalfe, Assistant Manager, Community Relations    
 
SUBJECT: REVIEW OF MSP MONTHLY OPERATIONS REPORTS: MARCH AND APRIL 2024 
 
DATE:  May 1, 2024 
 
Each month, the MAC reports information on MSP aircraft operations, aircraft noise complaints, sound 
levels associated with MSP aircraft operations, and compliance with established noise abatement 
procedures on its interactive reporting website:  
https://customers.macnoms.com/reports. 

At the May NOC meeting, MAC staff will provide a summary of this information for March and April 2024. 
To view these summary reports prior to the meeting, visit the “Archive” section at the link above. 

  

https://customers.macnoms.com/reports.
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MEMORANDUM  ITEM 1.2.2 

 
 
TO: MSP Noise Oversight Committee (NOC) 
 
FROM:  Michele Ross, Manager, Community Relations    
 
SUBJECT: REVIEW OF SPRING LISTENING SESSION 
 
DATE:  May 1, 2024 
 
The primary goal of Listening Session meetings is to ensure residents’ concerns are heard and considered 
as part of the ongoing effort by the MAC and the NOC to address noise and other topics around MSP.   
 
To encourage participation in the Listening Session, the event was included on the metroairports.org 
website and a news article and an email was distributed. Communities around the airport also distributed 
information regarding the event and an article was included in the Sun Sailor, a local newspaper. 
 
On April 24, 2024, at 6:00 P.M., staff from the MAC’s Community Relations Office conducted a Listening 
Session at Edina City Hall and via Teams. Attendees included three residents from Edina, three Eagan 
residents who are members of the Eagan Airport Relations Committee, two former Eagan residents, two 
residents from Chanhassen, and one resident from Minneapolis. Also in attendance were Metropolitan 
Council District 8 Commissioner Anjuli Cameron, Edina City Council members Julie Risser (also a NOC 
member) and Carolyn Jackson, NOC members Sarah Alig, John Bergman, Rich Benz, Brian Hoffman, Cheryl 
Jacobson, and Loren Olson and staff from the City of Edina, the FAA and the MAC.   
 
Staff provided an airport update including an overview of upcoming runway construction and closures. 
After the presentation, staff opened the floor to discussion. Questions arose regarding the FAA’s proposed 
preliminary draft departure procedures and the upcoming runway construction at the airport.  
 
The next Listening Session is anticipated to be held at Eagan City Hall on July 24, 2024 at 6 P.M. Additional 
information will be made available on the Listening Session website.   
 
At the May meeting, staff will provide an update on this item. 

 
  

https://metroairports.org/msp-quarterly-listening-sessions
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MEMORANDUM      ITEM 2 

 
 
TO: MSP Noise Oversight Committee (NOC) 
 
FROM: Michele Ross, Manager, Community Relations    
 
SUBJECT: PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD 
 
DATE: May 1, 2024 
 
Members of the public are welcome to listen to the NOC meeting. During the meeting, a public comment 
period of no more than 20 minutes is included on the agenda. Individuals who wish to speak during the 
public comment period may do so by following the directions of the chairperson. 

Below are some rules of decorum for speaking at NOC meetings. 

• Each speaker will have one opportunity to speak and is allotted three (3) minutes. The public 
comment period is limited to 20 minutes. 

• The chairperson will open the public comment period by asking for participants who wish to speak 
to indicate their desire following the direction of the chairperson. Comments can be made in-
person or virtually for those participating using Microsoft Teams.  

• Commenters shall address their comments to the NOC and not to the audience. 

• Use of profanity, personal attacks, or threats of violence will not be tolerated. 

• Interruptions from the audience, such as speaking out of turn, shouting, and other disruptive 
behavior are not permitted.  

• If special assistance is needed to make a public comment, please contact the NOC Secretary at 
least two days prior to the meeting by sending an email to: nocsecretary@mspmac.org.  
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MEMORANDUM             ITEM 4.1 
 
TO:   MSP Noise Oversight Committee (NOC) 
 
FROM: Michele Ross, Manager, Community Relations     

   
SUBJECT: AIR SERVICE UPDATE 
 
DATE: May 1, 2024 
 
Operational activity continues to rebound from the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. Passenger levels 
and associated aircraft takeoffs and landings have been below normal levels since late March 2020. This 
reduced level of activity changed the experience for many residents living near MSP for most of 2020 and 
2021.  

To keep NOC members updated and prepared with information about upcoming air service to address 
community concerns that may arise, the NOC has invited Brian Peters, MAC Director of Air Service 
Development, Delta Air Lines and Sun Country Airlines to provide an update about future airline schedules 
and communicate how those schedules will impact airport operations. 
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MEMORANDUM                ITEM 4.2 

TO:   MSP Noise Oversight Committee (NOC) 
 
FROM: Michele Ross, Manager, Community Relations   

   
SUBJECT: MSP LONG TERM PLAN UPDATES 
 
DATE: May 1, 2024 
 
Like cities, the MAC is responsible for conducting long-term comprehensive planning for each of its 
airports. The MSP Airport 2040 Long-Term Plan (LTP) is in its final stage of adoption by the MAC 
Commission.     

The 2040 LTP is a forward-looking planning tool that studies facility and infrastructure needs based on 
projected 20-year passenger demand and aircraft operations. The LTP serves as a roadmap to 
accommodate aviation demand efficiently over the foreseeable future while maintaining the adaptability 
necessary to respond to changing industry conditions, regulatory environments and characteristics of 
airport activity.     

One of the goals established at the onset of the 2040 LTP was to include meaningful stakeholder 
engagement throughout the planning process. To fulfill this goal, a series of meetings, events and 
outreach activities were conducted. A website for sharing information to the public related to the project 
was developed and public polling software was used to seek input from a wide audience. A Stakeholder 
Advisory Panel (SAP) was formed and met several times, bringing together a broad range of stakeholder 
groups to generate ideas and share information. Several NOC members participated on the SAP and 
shared valuable input throughout the planning process.     

The MAC held four public events at key milestones during the planning process. These public events, 
coined “Experience MSP”, included planning updates and provided the public an opportunity to ask 
questions and make suggestions on the LTP. A 60-day public comment period was held in mid-2023 with 
the fourth and final Experience MSP event held within the comment period to present the draft LTP 
findings and seek public comments.   

After reviewing the 139 public comments that were submitted, MAC staff affirmed its position that the 
preferred alternative represents a reasonable, practical, and cost-effective way to address the stated 
planning goals.  

The Final Draft 2040 MSP LTP narrative report was submitted to the Metropolitan Council for review in 
January 2024. Under MS 473.165 and MS 473.611, the Metropolitan Council reviews, and comments on 
all plans for consistency with the metropolitan development guide including Thrive MSP 2040 and the 
Transportation Policy Plan. The Full Metropolitan Council provided its determination of consistency on 
March 27, 2024. The MAC Commission is anticipated to adopt the plan at its May 20, 2024 meeting. 

At the May meeting, staff will provide an update on this item. 

 


